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ABSTRACT This paper introduces an energy management strategy design method for a plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle based on the data-driven approach and online signal analysis. It includes two parts, mode
division strategy design, and power distribution strategy design. Using the random forest in data mining
technology to analyze optimization results of dynamic programming can quickly extract key information
and establish optimal and understandable mode division strategy with high precision and stability directly.
Besides, integrating the classic ‘‘Engine optimal operating curve control’’ strategy with wavelet transform
and Markov prediction, which not only enhances the adaptability of the strategy to different driving
conditions but also improves the fuel economy by reducing the impact of transient power on the engine
operation. At the same time, to improve the prediction accuracy of the algorithm without increasing the
computational complexity, this paper adds a prediction result correction function to the first-order Markov
prediction model to reduce the impact of slow update of the probability matrix on prediction accuracy. The
simulation results show the average prediction error of the improved Markov prediction model is reduced
by 5.3% and the new energy management strategy designed reduces fuel consumption by 8.28% at the cost
of a small increase in electricity consumption.

INDEX TERMS Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, dynamic programming, random forest, Markov chain,
wavelet transform.

I. INTRODUCTION
Compared with petrol energy vehicles, new energy vehicles
have advantages in fuel consumption and emission. As one of
the measures to improve vehicle fuel economy, energy man-
agement strategy (EMS) has always been a research hotspot
in industry and academia [1]–[3].

A. LITERATURE REVIEW
Existing EMS can be generally classified into rule-based
and optimization-based strategies [4]–[6]. Rule-based strate-
gies (RBS) can be constructed by mathematical mod-
els or engineering expertise, which have short computing
time, high reliability, and easy implementation. However,
despite extensive experimentation and calibration work, their
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optimality and adaptability may still not be
guaranteed [7]–[9]. Optimization-based strategies (OBS)
generally calculate (near) optimal results by using a strategy
that minimizes the sum of objective functions over time
(global optimization) or by instantly minimizing an objective
function (local optimization). However, they can hardly be
applied in real-time for the high dependency on driving
cycles or online computational complexity [10]–[13]. To find
a better trade-off technique to compromise optimization
and computation load, a feasible solution is presented in
this paper. First, the data-driven method is used offline to
obtain optimal RBS. Then the power distribution strategy
is adjusted online according to different driving conditions
through short-term velocity prediction and power demand
signal analysis.

According to the practicability of the RBS, some stud-
ies focus on the optimization of the RBS to improve the
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fuel economy [14]. Such as Peng et al. in [15], Lei et al.
in [16], Wang et al. in [17], Zhou et al. in [18]. Using
optimization-based methods to improve the fixed control
rules not only has a good performance in terms of energy
consumption improvement but also saves a lot of calibration
work. Among these optimizationmethods, dynamic program-
ming (DP) is a well-known optimization method based on
Bellman’s principle of optimality [19], which outperforms
many other optimization methods due to its ability to acquire
the global optimal solution based on receding cost minimiza-
tion [20]–[23]. Therefore, to ensure optimality, it is a suitable
choice to extract RBS from the DP optimization results.

To improve the adaptability of the extracted rules, as many
DP results as possible are needed to support them. Therefore,
the analysis and extraction work of large amounts of data
cannot only rely on manpower but need to use machine
learning (ML) methods. The decision tree (DT) is a widely
used ML technique for classification and regression pur-
poses. Knowledge gathered by DT is not only understand-
able by humans but also can be converted into a sequence
of rules which can readily be implemented in embedded
systems [24], [25]. While random forest (RF) is an inte-
grated learning method that is operated by constructing a
multitude of DTs at training time and outputting the clas-
sification results that are averaged or voted by every indi-
vidual tree [26], which can reduce the error that may occur
when specific DT is over-fitting and improve the accuracy
of the model [27]–[30]. Therefore, this paper will apply RF
to design RBS based on the classification and regression of
DP optimization results.

Due to the influence of complex and changeable traf-
fic environments, the power demand of powertrain usually
contains peak power and high transient power, which may
cause engine frequent start and stop or insufficient com-
bustion, in turn, leads to deterioration of fuel consumption
and vibration issues [31], [32]. An effective solution is to
distribute the transient and rapid variations components of
power demand to the motor and distribute steady-state power
to the engine. This is where the wavelet transform (WT) can
provide a potential solution. TheWT is a powerful tool for the
information analysis of a time series signal, simultaneously
in time and frequency domains, which can effectively extract
dynamic information from the signal [33]. It has been used in
EMS recently for its excellent performance in transient power
recognition [34]–[36].

To obtain the power signal to be analyzed in advance,
it is necessary to perform short-term prediction. Markov
chain (MC) models are well-suited to represent the uncer-
tainty in velocity, power demand... etc., which can lower
both the information required for implementation and the
on-board computing burden [37], [38]. To improve the pre-
diction accuracy of theMC, some papers use the second-order
or even higher-order Markov algorithm [39], [40], but the
calculation amount of the algorithms will double or many
times. Some papers propose online self-learning MC, such as
adding forgetting factors and weight coefficients [41], [42],

or combining MC with other advanced algorithms such as
Monte Carlo Method [43]. Although good forecasting results
have been achieved, these methods still inevitably bring
about an increase in the amount of calculation. Therefore,
to improve the prediction accuracy while also reducing the
computational complexity of the algorithm, this paper pro-
poses an adaptive MC by introducing a prediction result cor-
rection function based on the first-order Markov prediction
model.

B. MOTIVATION AND INNOVATION
Therefore, based on the above reasons, this paper proposes
a novel energy management strategy design methodology
for EMS of a series-parallel plug-in hybrid electric vehi-
cle (PHEV) based on machine learning and online signal
analysis. This method can not only ensure the approximate
optimality of the formulated rules but also improve their
adaptability to different driving conditions.

Fig. 1 is an introduction to the overall idea of the paper.
First, use the RF to analyze the optimization results of DP, and
get the optimal mode division strategy. The ‘‘Driving data at
the kth step’’ in the figure mainly refers to the velocity, power
demand, and SoC at the kth step. The information is used to
determine the optimal working mode of the kth step. After
the mode is determined, decide how to allocate the power.
Power distribution needs to distinguish between steady-state

FIGURE 1. Overall flowchart about the proposed method.
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components and transient components in the power demand
through WT. The WT requires that the signal must be known
in prior. Therefore, if we want to perform power allocation
at the kth step, we need to obtain the power demand change
trajectory containing the power demand of the kth step in
advance. Markov prediction is used here. Before the kth step
is reached, we use the velocity of a certain step (that is,
‘‘(k − n)th step’’ in the figure) to predict the velocity of the
next few steps (that is, ‘‘(k − n + 1)th step to kth step’’ in
the figure), and obtain the power demand change trajectory
of these steps through calculation. Then we can use WT to
process the power demand change trajectory.

Compared with existing research, this work provides the
following contributions:

1) A mode division strategy design method is proposed by
utilizing the random forest model to analyze the optimization
results of dynamic programming. In this manner, key infor-
mation can be quickly extracted and an understandable opti-
mal mode division strategy with high precision and stability
is directly established.

2) An improved first-order Markov prediction model is
proposed by adding a prediction result correction function,
not only reducing the impact of the slow update of the prob-
ability matrix on prediction accuracy but also not increasing
the complexity of the algorithm.

3) The classic ‘‘Engine optimal operating curve control’’
strategy is improved by integrating with wavelet transform
and Markov prediction, which not only enhances the adapt-
ability to different driving conditions but also improves the
fuel economy by reducing the impact of transient power on
engine operation.

C. ORGANIZATION
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II introduces the model of targeted series-parallel
PHEV. Section III describes the working mode division strat-
egy design method. Section IV presents the power distri-
bution strategy design method. Section V introduces the
verification and discussion. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section VI.

II. PLUG-IN HYBRID POWERTRAIN MODEL
The powertrain architecture of the vehicle is shown in Fig. 2.
It is a series-parallel PHEV from Honda. Parameters of the
PHEV are specified in Table 1.

According to benchmarking test results, the powertrain
can operate in six modes: EV mode (pure electric mode) in
Charge Depleting (CD) state/Charge Sustaining (CS) state,
Hybrid mode (series mode) in CD/CS state, and Engine mode
(parallel mode) in CD/CS state.When SoC is lower than 28%,
the engine starts and drives the generator to charge the bat-
tery, and the powertrain enters the CS state. When the SoC
reaches 35%, charging stops and the powertrain enters the CD
state. The workingmode division of CD state and CS state are
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The points in the figure represent
the working status of the powertrain. For example, in the

FIGURE 2. Powertrain architecture of the vehicle.

TABLE 1. Basic parameters of the vehicle and powertrain.

FIGURE 3. Working mode division in CD state.

CD state, when the velocity is 20km/h and the driving force
is 6000N, the powertrain works in EVmode. If in the CS state,
when the velocity is 20km/h and the driving force is 6000N,
the powertrain works in Hybrid mode.
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FIGURE 4. Working mode division in CS state.

A. THE VEHICLE MODEL
The longitudinal driving dynamics equation of the vehicle is
expressed by:

Fd = Ff + Fw + Fi + Fj

= mgf · cosα +
1
2
CDρA · v2 + mg · sinα + δm · a (1)

The slope α of the working condition in the model is
adjustable, but the main purpose of this paper is to verify the
effectiveness of the EMS design method. Therefore, to facil-
itate analysis, α is set to 0 in the following content.

The acceleration of the vehicle in simulation at kth step can
be obtained by:

ak =
dv
dt
=
vk+1 − vk
tk+1 − tk

(2)

The sliding resistance coefficients Adyno, Bdyno, and Cdyno
of the test vehicle were measured through the sliding test.
Therefore, the vehicle torque demand Td of kth step can be
expressed as:

Td_k · ηT_k=
(
Adyno+Bdyno · vk + Cdyno · v2k+δm · ak

)
· r

(3)

where ηT_k is transmission efficiency and r is the rolling
radius of the tire.

B. THE ENGINE MODEL
We build a quasi-static model of the engine system based
on experimental data. The fuel consumption can be obtained
through the speed and torque look-up table. Therefore,
the engine fuel consumption rate ge(ne,Te) at the operating
point (ne,Te) is obtained from the interpolation function:

ge(ne,Te) = f (ne,Te) (4)

Fig. 5 shows the fuel consumption map of a 2.0L gasoline
engine.

FIGURE 5. The engine fuel consumption map.

C. THE GENERATOR AND MOTOR MODELS
The experimental modeling method is also used to develop
the generator model and the motor model. According to the
literature, the generator and motor have the same motor
specifications. Their efficiency can be obtained from the
speed and torque look-up table. Fig. 6 is the generator/motor
efficiency map. The generator efficiency ηgen(ngen,Tgen) at
the operating point

(
ngen,Tgen

)
is obtained from the following

interpolation function:

ηgen
(
ngen,Tgen

)
= f (ngen,Tgen) (5)

FIGURE 6. The generator/motor efficiency map.

And the motor is the same:

ηmot (nmot ,Tmot) = f (nmot ,Tmot ) (6)

D. THE BATTERY MODEL
The experimental modeling method is also used to develop
the battery model. A lithium battery is used in the test vehicle.
Rint model is commonly used in describing the character-
istics of the lithium battery, which is applied because of
its simplicity and little inaccuracy. This model is illustrated
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in Fig. 7. And Equation (7) can demonstrate the mathematical
character of the battery:

Pbat = U · I = (Uoc − I · Rint) · I = Uoc · I − I2 · Rint (7)

FIGURE 7. The rint battery model.

where Uoc is the battery open-loop voltage, which can
be obtained from the battery temperature and battery SoC
look-up table based on test data. Rint is the battery internal
resistance, including ohmic resistance Ro and polarization
resistance Rp, which can also be obtained from the battery
temperature and battery SoC look-up table based on test data.

Determined by generator power and motor power, Pbat can
also be expressed by:

Pbat = sgn(Pgen) · Pgen · η
−sgn(Pgen)
gen

+sgn(Pmot ) · Pmot · η
−sgn(Pmot )
mot (8)

where sgn(Pgen) and sgn(Pmot ) represent the working states
of the generator and motor, the value is 1 when driving, and
the value is −1 when generating electricity.
For the convenience of calculations, Equation (7) is trans-

formed into the following form:

I =
Uoc −

√
U2
oc − 4Rint · Pbat
2Rint

(9)

So the change rate of the battery SoC can be obtained by:

dSoC
dt
= −

I
C
= −

Uoc −
√
U2
oc − 4Rint · Pbat

2Rint · C
(10)

where C is the battery capacity.
Transform Equation (10) to a discrete form, and battery

SoC at the kth step is obtained:

SoCk = SoCk−1

−

Uoc_k−1 −
√
U2
oc_k−1 − 4Rint_k−1 · Pbat_k−1

2Rint_k−1 · C
(11)

III. MODE DIVISION STRATEGY DESIGN
With multiple energy sources and power components,
the plug-in hybrid electric vehicle can flexibly switch work-
ing modes to achieve the finest performance and minimum
energy consumption. The commonly used method in engi-
neering is to calculate the comprehensive efficiency of each

mode of the powertrain first and determine the work ranges
of different modes by projecting the efficiency surface to the
velocity-power demand plane. It is a simple and effective
method. The target PHEV is a typical application example
of this kind of strategy. However, only the characteristics
of the components are considered, while the influence of
driving conditions is ignored, so it is difficult to achieve the
lowest fuel consumption. The popular method in papers is
generally to combine intelligent algorithms and optimiza-
tion algorithms, which not only ensures optimality but also
improves the adaptability of the strategy to different driving
conditions. However, they can hardly be applied in real-
time for the high dependency on driving cycles or online
computational complexity. Therefore, this paper decides to
find control laws through offline analysis of a large number
of optimal control results of dynamic programming utilizing a
data-driven method, to formulate a rule-based mode division
strategy that is easy to implement online.

A. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
The basic idea ofDP is to disassemble a complex problem that
requires multiple decisions into multiple related simple prob-
lems and solve each simple problem recursively to achieve
the optimization of complex multi-stage decision-making
problems. The establishment of the DP model requires the
completion of the following tasks:

1) IDENTIFY THE PROBLEMS TO BE OPTIMIZED AND DIVIDE
THE OPTIMIZATION PROCESS INTO STAGES
In comparison with fuel consumption, electricity consump-
tion has the advantages of low price and zero-emission when
used to drive the same distance [44]. Thus, the optimization
goal is to minimize fuel consumption by consuming electric
power until the PHEV reaches the destination. To find a
better trade-off scheme to compromise calculation accuracy
and model complexity, each second in the driving cycle is
regarded as a stage of the optimization process. And the
objective function can be obtained:

Jk =

{
min (ṁf _k + Jk+1), k = 0, 1, . . . ,R− 2,R− 1
0, k = R

(12)

where Jk is the total fuel consumption at kth step and ṁf _k is
the fuel consumption rate at kth step. R is a positive integer
which represents the duration of the driving cycle.

2) DETERMINE STATE VARIABLES, CONTROL VARIABLES
AND STATE TRANSITION FUNCTION
In this paper, battery SoCk is taken as the state variable and
motor torque Tmot_k , engine speed ne_k and engine torque
Te_k are taken as the control variables. And the state tran-
sition function of the PHEV model can be expressed by the
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following equation:
xk+1 = f (xk , uk )
x = SoCk
u = [Tmot_kne_kTe_k ]

(13)

3) DETERMINE THE CONSTRAINTS
During the optimization, it is necessary to impose certain
inequality constraints to ensure safe/smooth operation of the
components and driver’s demand can be met, so the boundary
conditions are as follows:

SoCmin≤SoCk≤SoCmax
ne_min≤ne_k≤ne_max
Te_min(ne_k )≤Te_k≤Te_max(ne_k )
ngen_min≤ngen_k≤ngen_max
Tgen_min(ngen_k , SoCk )≤Tgen_k≤Tgen_max(ngen_k , SoCk )
nmot_min≤nmot_k≤nmot_max
Tmot_min(nmot_k , SoCk )≤Tmot_k ≤ Tmot_max(nmot_k , SoCk )
Td_k ·ηT_k= (Te_k ·ie+Tgen_k · igen+Tmot_k · imot)·i0+Tb_k
ne_k=ngen_k

/
igenif clutch=0 or1

ne_k=nmot_k
/
imot if clutch=1

(14)

where ne and Te are the engine speed and engine
torque, ngen and Tgen are the generator speed and generator
torque, nmot and Tmot are the motor speed and motor torque.
ie, igen, imot , and i0 are the engine-main reducing gear ratio,
engine - generator gear ratio, motor-main reducing gear ratio,
and main reducing gear ratio, respectively. The subscripts
max and min refer to the maximum and minimum limits of
each variable.

B. RANDOM FOREST
The random forest (RF) algorithm is a forest composed of
multiple decision trees, which are used to vote to obtain the
results of classification. The decision trees add random pro-
cesses in the row direction and column direction respectively
during the generation process. Bootstrapping is used to obtain
training data when constructing a decision tree in the row
direction. Random sampling without replacement is used in
the column direction to obtain the feature subset, and the
optimal cut point is obtained accordingly. This is the basic
principle of the RF algorithm. Fig. 8 shows the classification
principle of the RF algorithm. As can be seen from the figure,
the RF is a combined model, and the interior is still based
on the decision tree. Unlike a single decision tree classifi-
cation, the random forest is classified by the voting results
of multiple decision trees, and the algorithm is not prone to
overfitting problems.

The deduction process of the mapping relationship
between energy distribution characteristics and working
modes is done by RF model, and off-the-shelf RF model
is provided in SPSS Modeler, which is a mature data min-
ing (modeling) software. All we need to do is import the

FIGURE 8. Random forest sketch.

DP results into the model and set the parameters, which we
will introduce in Section V.

IV. POWER DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY DESIGN
This paper introduces a wavelet analysis based on the
‘‘Engine optimal operating curve control method’’. As men-
tioned in Section II, the sliding resistance coefficients Adyno,
Bdyno, and Cdyno of the test vehicle are known. It is assumed
that the mass of the vehicle is consistent with the mass during
the sliding test, and the gradient is 0. Then according to
Equation (15), knowing the velocity and acceleration of the
vehicle, the power demand of the vehicle Pd of kth step can
be calculated.

Pd_k · ηT_k= (Adyno + Bdyno · vk + Cdyno · v2k+δm · ak ) · vk
(15)

If the powertrain needs to enter the Hybrid mode, the
steady-state component of the power demand is extracted
through wavelet transform and pre-allocated. First, distribute
the engine operating points on the minimum fuel consump-
tion curve and try to locate or close to the minimum fuel con-
sumption point. Then, the remaining part of the steady-state
power and the transient power is summed and then dis-
tributed to the battery. If the battery power cannot meet the
requirements, the engine operating point will be adjusted. The
improved power distribution process is shown in Fig. 9.

A. WAVELET TRANSFORM
Wavelet transform (WT) is an ideal tool for signal time-
frequency analysis and processing. It inherits and devel-
ops the idea of localization of short-time Fourier transform,
providing a ‘‘time-frequency’’ window that changes with
frequency. There are two types of wavelet transforms,
continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and discrete wavelet
transform (DWT). In contrast, DWT ismore suitable for prac-
tical application. However, due to the correlation between
the wavelet basis functions of DWT, there will be some
overlaps of information. To solve this problem, the multi-
resolution analysis (MRA) method is proposed. The basic
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FIGURE 9. Power distribution strategy.

idea of MRA is to process the signal step by step from the
macro-level to the micro-level, thereby decomposing a com-
plex signal into multiple simple signals. Based on the theory
of MRA, the fast algorithm of wavelet analysis, the Mallat
algorithm, is established.

Fig. 10 shows the basic principle of the Mallat algorithm,
it is also a general method of WT in practical application.
In this paper, the change trajectory of power demand calcu-
lated based on Markov velocity prediction is the ‘‘Input x(t)’’
in Fig. 10. And the specific application ofWT is to distinguish
the steady-state components of power demand from the tran-
sient ones after obtaining the power demand change trajectory
of a period in the future. The Matlab platform provides the
wavelet analysis APP, which can be directly called in the
model. As for the specific algorithm of WT, it is not the focus
of this paper, so it is not introduced too much.

The signals obtained by transforming different wavelets
are also different. Among all wavelets, Haar-WT is more
popular due to its simple calculation. The mother wavelet of
the Haar-WT can be expressed as:

ψHaar (t) =


1, 0 ≤ t ≤

1
2

−1,
1
2
≤ t ≤ 1

0, otherwise

(16)

B. IMPROVED MARKOV CHAIN PREDICTION
To make the wavelet transform (WT) distinguish the steady-
state components and the transient components in the demand

FIGURE 10. Basic principle of the Mallat algorithm.

power online, it is necessary to predict the velocity of a period
in the future. Due to the ‘‘no after effect’’ characteristic of
velocity, Markov Chain (MC) is a good choice to solve this
problem. Since the velocity of the kth step can be determined
by the velocity and acceleration of the (k − 1)th step, this
paper uses the velocity and acceleration as the system state
variables for the prediction model of the vehicle velocity.

The accuracy of the prediction results of the traditional
first-order Markov model is low. The main reason is that
the state transition probability matrix is updated slowly and
cannot reflect the characteristics of real driving conditions in
time. To obtain prediction results with smaller errors, a high-
order Markov prediction model can be used, or the first-order
model can be combined with other advanced algorithms, but
it will increase the computational complexity and is incon-
venient for online implementation. Therefore, the goal of the
improvement in this paper is to try not to increase the com-
putational complexity of the algorithm while improving the
prediction accuracy. The essence of this improved algorithm
is to introduce a prediction result correction function based on
the first-orderMarkov predictionmodel. The flow chart of the
improved Markov prediction algorithm is shown in Fig. 11.

The probability transfer matrix is more like a MAP, where
the X-axis and Y-axis are velocity and acceleration, respec-
tively, and the Z-axis is the probability. After inputting the
current velocity, we find the X-axis coordinate corresponding
to this velocity in the matrix, so that all possible accel-
eration values and corresponding probability values at this
velocity can be obtained. Then, these acceleration values
are weighted according to their respective probabilities to
obtain a weighted acceleration value, which is the predicted
acceleration based on the current velocity. With the current
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FIGURE 11. Improved Markov prediction model.

velocity and the predicted acceleration, the predicted velocity
of the next second is obtained.

The classical first-order Markov probability transition
matrix is updated slowly, which is difficult to adapt to the
complex and changeable actual driving conditions. If the
deviation is not corrected in time, it is easy to have a larger
and larger prediction deviation. Therefore, the prediction
result correction function which is highlighted with a red
box in Fig. 11 is added in this paper to improve it. Before
predicting the velocity of the next step, we will first check
the prediction effect of the last time. If the predicted velocity
last time is much higher than the actual one, and the predicted
acceleration this time is to continue to accelerate, or the pre-
dicted velocity last time is much slower than the actual one,
and the predicted acceleration this time continues to deceler-
ate, then the predicted acceleration this time is not appropriate
and needs to be revised. If the prediction is acceleration, then
we will slow down, if the prediction is deceleration, we will
speed up, thus to achieve the effect of inhibiting the prediction
error too much and improve the prediction accuracy.

The specific value of the correction factor is determined
after we try several different values. It is set to −1 because
in this case, the final predicted result had the least error
from the real value. It is not appropriate to choose this value
too large or too small. If it is too small, the improvement
effect of prediction error will not be obvious; if it is too
large, an overshoot is likely to occur, which will worsen the
prediction accuracy.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the simulations are performed on a laptop computer with
16 GB RAM and a 2.8 GHz of i7 processor. A new driving

cycle, namely China Light-duty vehicle Test Cycle-Passenger
(CLTC-P) is adopted to perform simulation verification.
The velocity-time curve of this cycle is shown in Fig. 12,
with a driving distance of 14.48km and driving duration of
the 1800s. The initial SoC is set to 50%, and the driving cycle
for simulation is 4 consecutive CLTC-P cycles.

FIGURE 12. China Light-duty vehicle Test Cycle-Passenger(CLTC-P).

A. MODE DIVISION STRATEGY DESIGN
Because the optimality of the working modes division strat-
egy is closely related to the characteristics of the driving
cycle and components, it is a critical issue to choose driving
cycles to be optimized with DP. The driving cycles selected in
this paper are the standard driving cycles that are commonly
used in the benchmarking test, including the HWFET cycle,
JC08 cycle, NEDC cycle, UDDS cycle, US06 cycle, and
WLTP cycle. These cycles are generally obtained by directly
extracting some fragments from the actual driving cycles,
and then combining them according to certain principles and
standards using statistical methods. They can reflect some
common features in actual driving conditions. Therefore,
the mode division strategy obtained by using these cycles
as samples for training DP can have certain generaliza-
tion performance in theory. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 shows the
velocity-time curves of these standard driving cycles.

At the same time, to obtain more DP optimization results
and further enrich the RF samples, this paper also combines
the above 6 standard driving cycles in pairs and obtains
36 new driving cycles to run DP to obtain optimization
results. Each of these driving cycles is set with 5 different
initial SoCs from high to low (100%, 80%, 50%, 30%, 20%).
The attribute of each point in the point set contains informa-
tion such as velocity, vehicle power demand, battery SoC, etc.

With the help of a data mining/modeling software called
SPSS Modeler, by connecting modules, importing data, and
setting parameters, RF modeling can be easily completed as
shown in Fig. 15. The DP optimization result is imported into
the RF model via the first module in Fig. 15.
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FIGURE 13. Standard driving cycles optimized with DP
(HWFET JC08 NEDC).

FIGURE 14. Standard driving cycles optimized with DP (UDDS US06 WLTP).

FIGURE 15. RF model based on SPSS modeler.

The parameter settings are as follows. The predictive vari-
ables are velocity, power demand, battery SoC, engine speed,
and remaining mileage, and the target is the working mode.
The number of decision trees (DT) is 100 and the sample size
is 50%. The sample size is the percentage of the number of
samples selected each time when constructing DT to the total
number of samples. When processing large data sets, reduce
the sample size can improve performance. Other parameters
are default values.

The rules ranked higher (have obtained more votes
from decision trees) in the classification rules are shown
in Table 2. The engine speed has become an important refer-
ence variable for the division of powertrain working modes.
The lowest fuel consumption working point of the engine

TABLE 2. The rules ranked higher in the classification rules.

is 120Nm@2500rpm. Combining with the results of RF,
when the engine speed is lower than the lowest fuel consump-
tion operating point speed, the powertrain after optimization
is more likely to work in EV mode or Hybrid Charge mode.
The maximum power of EV mode is also limited. And when
the engine speed is higher than the minimum fuel consump-
tion operating point speed, the optimized powertrain tends to
work in Hybrid Drive mode.

Moreover, compared with the original control strategy,
the Engine mode is excluded from Table 2. This is mainly
related to samples of the RF model. The samples of the RF
model are derived from DP optimization results for 6 stan-
dard driving cycles under different initial SoC values. The
maximum velocity of these cycles is not more than 130km/h,
and the time of maintaining the maximum velocity is only a
few seconds. The Engine mode of the original vehicle is set
for the high-speed cruise of the vehicle. In the optimization
process, the DP tends to make the engine work in the low-
fuel consumption area. In Hybrid mode, there are more such
opportunities. However, it is difficult to find the ideal low-fuel
consumption working point in Engine mode due to the cou-
pling between engine speed and velocity. Therefore, Engine
mode does not appear in the optimization results of DP and
is also excluded from Table 2.

B. MARKOV VELOCITY PREDICTION
To ensure the necessary prediction accuracy and reduce
computational complexity, the prediction duration is set to
4 seconds, that is, the trajectory of velocity from (k+1)th step
to (k+4)th step is predicted with the velocity and acceleration
of the kth step. Then use Equation (15) to calculate the power
demand for the next 4 seconds. The correction factor FC
in Fig. 11 is set to −1. Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the veloc-
ity prediction performance before and after improvement,
respectively. The driving cycle used to verify the prediction
performance is different from the driving cycle used in train-
ing the state transition matrix. The WLTP cycle is used to
train the state transition matrix, and the CLTC-P cycle is used
to verify the performance of velocity prediction. For the new
driving cycle, it can be seen that the improvedMarkov predic-
tion can effectively reduce the impact of the slow update of
the state transition matrix, thereby improving the prediction
accuracy. The average deviation of the original algorithm
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FIGURE 16. Original Markov prediction performance.

FIGURE 17. Improved Markov prediction performance.

is 1.0492km/h. After the improvement, the average deviation
is 0.9962km/h, which is 5.3% lower than the original one.

C. POWER DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY DESIGN
This paper uses a toolkit in Matlab - Wavelet Analyzer to
analyze the power demand for a short time in the future.
To verify the performance of the power allocation strategy
proposed in this paper, the original mode division strategy in
the model remains unchanged for the time being. According
to the research of the existing literature, considering the
accuracy and performance, a WT-based energy management
strategy with three decomposition levels is the best choice for
PHEV [45]. Therefore, this paper chooses a three-level Harr
wavelet to decompose the power demand signal.

Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 are comparisons of the engine start
and stop conditions of the two power distribution strategies.
It can be seen that compared with the original power distribu-
tion strategy, the power distribution strategy proposed in this
paper reduces the number of engine starts and stops.

Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 are the engine torque comparisons
of the two power distribution strategies. It can be seen

FIGURE 18. Comparison of engine start and stop situations.

FIGURE 19. Comparison of engine start and stop situations (partial).

FIGURE 20. Comparison of engine torque.

that compared with the original power distribution strategy,
the power distribution strategy proposed in this paper effec-
tively reduces the drastic fluctuation of the engine torque.

Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show the fuel consumption and SoC tra-
jectory comparison of the two power distribution strategies.
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FIGURE 21. Comparison of engine torque (partial).

FIGURE 22. Comparison of fuel consumption.

FIGURE 23. Comparison of SoC trajectories.

The improved power distribution strategy reduces the number
of starts and stops of the engine and the sharp fluctuation
of torque. The PHEV consumes 1272g gasoline after four
consecutive CLTC-P cycles under the original-rule-based

control. After the power distribution strategy is improved,
the fuel consumption is 1242g, a decrease of 2.36% compared
with the original. Of course, as shown in Fig. 19, due to the
reduction of transient components in engine torque, the motor
has to provide more driving torque, which in turn leads to an
increase in electricity consumption. The terminal SoC of the
original strategy is 32.91%. Considering that the initial SoC
is 50%, so the 1SoC is 17.09%. While the terminal SoC of
the improved power distribution strategy is 32.53%, so the
1SoC is 17.47%. The electricity consumption is increased
by 2.22%.

D. ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY VERIFICATION
The Energy Management Strategy (EMS) proposed in this
paper is composed of the mode division strategy obtained
by the random forest algorithm, and the power distribution
strategy improved by using Markov prediction and wavelet
analysis. This section will verify the control effect of the EMS
proposed. The driving cycle used for verification is still four
consecutive CLTC-P cycles. The initial SoC is set to 50%.

The SoC trajectory and fuel consumption for four consec-
utive driving cycles before the EMS is improved are shown
in Fig. 24. The PHEV consumed 1272g gasoline after four
driving cycles under the original-rule-based control. The trip
distance is 57.9km, so the fuel consumption per 100 km is
3.14L/100km. The powertrain switches to CS state from CD
state at about 1700s of the trip, and the terminal SOC value
is 32.91%.

FIGURE 24. SoC trajectory and fuel consumption (Original EMS).

After the mode division strategy is improved, the SoC
trajectory and fuel consumption for the same driving cycles
are shown in Fig. 25, and the initial SOC is also set to
50%. The powertrain switches to CS state from CD state at
about 2400s, which means that the improved strategy works
longer in CD state, and the SoC decline rate is also slower.
The final fuel consumption of the PHEV is 1165g, which is
2.88L/100km after conversion. So the fuel consumption per
100 km decreased by 8.28%, while electricity consumption is
increased by 4.04%.
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FIGURE 25. SoC trajectory and fuel consumption (Improved EMS).

To facilitate comparison, the comparison of SoC trajec-
tories under different strategies is shown in Fig. 26 and the
comparison results of different strategies are listed in Table 3.
The fuel consumption of four consecutive CLTC-P cycles
under DP control is 2.33L/100km, and the terminal SoC value
is 33.2%.

FIGURE 26. Comparison of SoC trajectories.

TABLE 3. Energy consumption under different control strategies.

In Fig. 26, the SoC trajectories of the original strategy and
the improved strategy are the same before the 1200s, while
significant differences appear after the 1200s. The reason for
this phenomenon is mainly due to the limitations of rule-
based strategies. The optimization strategy in this paper is

essentially a rule-based control strategy, which is divided
into charge depleting (CD) and charge sustaining (CS) status.
Under the condition of sufficient electricity, it will give prior-
ity to electricity consumption, so the control effect is certainly
not as significant as A-ECMS, MPC, and other real-time
optimization strategies. Although the fuel economy has been
improved compared with the original strategy, there is still
room for improvement in our optimization strategy compared
with the control effect of DP.

According to the bench-marking test results, the maximum
velocity of pure electric mode in the original strategy is
100km/h(CD) and 70km/h(CS). Therefore, the powertrain
has to start the engine and combine the clutch when velocity
is high, to meet high-speed driving requirements. Therefore,
as shown in Fig. 27, the powertrain has to enter Engine mode.
This setting of the original vehicle mainly takes into account
the high-speed cruising condition. If the vehicle enters Engine
mode in high-speed cruising conditions, it is directly driven
by the engine, and the engine speed and the velocity are not
decoupled. But due to the high engine speed, the engine can
still work with lower fuel consumption, so the fuel consump-
tion performance is still satisfactory. Besides, the battery
power can also be released to prepare for the power demand
during high-speed acceleration.

FIGURE 27. Mode selection (Original EMS).

For the new strategy, since the velocity of the driving cycles
selected for DP optimization are not very high, the power-
train working in the Hybrid mode can fully meet the driving
requirements. At the same time, due to the decoupling of
velocity and engine speed, the engine working point can be
adjusted freely, so the fuel economy is better. Although there
is a second conversion of energy when the powertrain works
in Hybrid mode, the parameters matching of components
of the vehicle are good. When the engine works in the low
fuel consumption area, the generator also happens to work in
the high-efficiency area, so the energy loss is not too much.
Therefore, based on the above two reasons, in the high-speed
section of the driving cycle, the powertrain does not need to
switch to Engine mode, as shown in Fig. 28.
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FIGURE 28. Mode selection (Improved EMS).

FIGURE 29. Engine working points distribution (Original EMS).

FIGURE 30. Engine working points distribution (Improved EMS).

Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 are the engine operating point dis-
tribution of the two strategies. Compared with the original
EMS, there are more engine working points distributed in
the low fuel consumption area near the optimal fuel con-
sumption curve under the control of the improved EMS.
Therefore, the fuel consumption performance of improved

EMS is better, as shown in Table 3. The fuel consumption
per 100 km under the control of the new energy management
strategy is decreased by 8.28%, while electricity consumption
is increased by 4.04%.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces an EMS design method for a PHEV
based on the data-driven approach and online signal anal-
ysis. It includes two parts, mode division strategy design,
and power distribution strategy design. Using the RF in data
mining technology to analyze optimization results of DP
can quickly extract key information and establish optimal
and understandable mode division strategy with high pre-
cision and stability directly. Besides, integrating the clas-
sic ‘‘Engine optimal operating curve control’’ strategy with
WT and Markov prediction, which not only enhances the
adaptability of the strategy to different driving conditions but
also improves the fuel economy by reducing the impact of
transient power on the engine operation. At the same time,
to improve the prediction accuracy of the algorithm without
increasing the computational complexity, this paper adds a
prediction result correction function to the first-order Markov
prediction model to reduce the impact of slow update of the
probability matrix on prediction accuracy. The simulation
results show the average prediction error of the improved
Markov prediction model is reduced by 5.3%. And compared
with the original strategy, the improved strategy reduces
fuel consumption by 8.28%, while electricity consumption is
increased by 4.04% during four consecutive CLTC-P cycles.
Therefore, the proposed EMS design method can provide a
theoretical reference for the extraction rules in engineering
practice.

Future work will mainly focus on the following aspects.
The first one is to compare our strategy with other RBSs
optimized by different optimization algorithms. The second
one is to further improve the strategy in this paper. Perhaps an
adaptive mode division strategy based on driving conditions
recognition is a better approach. And the last one is perform-
ing HIL simulation to verify control function and fuel-saving
effect in a real-time environment.
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